
Summary:  someone leaked information from Shelton about Mnuchin, and posted it on IDC.  From the 20th, it says 

that now that Mnuchin is no longer blocking the RV, it can be completed.  See below. 

 

Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein verbally submitted his resignation to General John Kelly, Chief of Staff of the 

White House, this morning, and reportedly is on his way to submit written resignation. 

 

Lots of news in the Fulford Report today 

 

The Newsletter Update Skype room has now been limited to posts only from me, meaning these updates.  So, if you 

have hesitated to go there because of difficulty in finding the updates, that problem should have been resolved.  

Posts are still in IDC in the evening.  https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6  

 

Please feel free to share these newsletters.  They are a product of Global Genius Trust www.ggtrust.com .  Thanks for 

those who send in materials for publication.  You can find these newsletters in Intel Dinar Chronicles each evening, 

and at our Skype room at https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6  

 

 

AD: For you folks that do not want to continue waiting for the RV/GCR and want to start earning money now, via 

investing your time and/or investing money now.  I invite you to join our forum on www.wire.com  titled: “Project 

Funding NOW”.  We have opportunities where you can potentially earn 33-200% yearly on your investment.  Do not 

have funds to invest?  You can help us find investors.  My wire joel.ggtrust or email me joel@ggtrust.com  or Skype: 

JASEGUROLA  

 

This appears to be information leaked from a Shelton talk from the 20th, which I have not heard, but which was posted on 

IDC. https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/09/ready-for-bombshell-anonymous-intel.html?m=1  

Anonymous Intel Update 9-23-18 
  

Remember the date on that MP3 was 9.20.18 

 

READY FOR A BOMBSHELL? READY? FROM SHELTON, HE HAD A VERY HIGH LEVEL MEETING AND HERE IS THE REASON 

FOR THE DELAY. STEVE MNUCHIN SEC. OF TREASURY WAS BOUGHT OUT BY SOROS. THEY JUST TOOK HIM DOWN AN 

HOUR AGO. HE WAS A MOLE IN THE US TREASURY. THINGS CAN MOVE FORWARD NOW. THEY COULDN'T DO ANY 

SHORTCUTS, AND THERE WAS MAJOR IMPLICATIONS AGAINST MNUCHIN. SHELTON KNEW SOMETHING WAS WRONG. 

PEOPLE WERE NERVOUS AND COULDN'T SAY SOMETHING, AND THAT WAS IT AND HIDING SOMETHING. HE WAS A 

MOLE SO THAT WAS IT. MORE UPDATES THIS EVENING. SOME CIVIL UNREST, A LOT OF HIDDEN FORCES, AND THEY ARE 

WORKING. THEY ARE PLANNING FOR THE WORSE (SIC), BUT WORKING TOGETHER TO KEEP PEOPLE SAFE. SO NOW THAT 

MNUCHIN IS OUT OF THE WAY PROBABLY A LATE NIGHT STING, AND NOW THAT MNUCHIN IS OUT OF THE WAY THINGS 

CAN GO FORWARD. 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 

 

The IRS Servers in Puerto Rico, Costa Rica, Washington DC, San Pierre Canada, Alaska, Washington State, Belgium, 

France, Hong Kong, and Switzerland have just been taken down for blocking the Trust transactions. 

 

The NSA servers in Honduras, Panama, Utah, Calabasas, Costa Rica, and Puerto Rico are also taken down. 

 

Federal Reserve License has also been revoked. 

 

https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6
http://www.ggtrust.com/
https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6
http://www.wire.com/
mailto:joel@ggtrust.com
https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/09/ready-for-bombshell-anonymous-intel.html?m=1


 

 

Monday, September 24, 2018 

Operation Disclosure: GCR/RV Intel Alert for September 24, 2018 
RV/INTELLIGENCE ALERT - September 24, 2018 

 

(Disclaimer: The following is an overview of the current situation based on intelligence leaks received from several 

sources which may or may not accurate. Other confirmed sources may also be included in this overview.) 

 

Rogue Cabal factions within Israel's Mossad continues to disrupt peace progression in the Middle East. 

 

The last "incident" was on September 17. 

 

https://sputniknews.com/world/201809231068266084-russia-3d-syria-plane-crash/  

 

Cabal influence in Israel still remains rampart. (sic) 

 

All nations have agreed to peace, including Iran, and North Korea as required by GESARA law. 

 

Israel remains stubborn in agreeing to peace. 

 

BRICS have Israel surrounded and are now threatening Israel with being denied access to the new Quantum Financial 

System (QFS). 

 

Other threats also include an arms embargo, sea blockade, and no-fly zone. 

 

Israel must surrender on these terms: 

 

1. Return the Golan Heights to Syria. 

 

2. Lift the siege of Palestine and return all stolen lands, including Lebanese lands. 

 

3. Denuclearization. 

 

The situation between BRICS, Syria, and Israel is the last remaining geopolitical stepping stone toward GESARA. 

 

Meanwhile, sources now claim the RV must begin before Zimbabwe's President Mnangagwa speaks at the UN 

(September 26) and announces the new posted RBZ rate. 

 

Source: Operation Disclosure 

 

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/09/operation-disclosure-gcrrv-intel-alert_24.html?m=1 

 

 

 

https://sputniknews.com/world/201809231068266084-russia-3d-syria-plane-crash/
https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/09/operation-disclosure-gcrrv-intel-alert_24.html?m=1


ITCCS – Dissident Catholic Clergy Break from Church of Rome 
with Global Declaration, as New Exposures of Ninth Circle Cult 
Emerge 
 

The sky is falling on the Vatican! 
 

https://galacticconnection.com/itccs-dissident-catholic-clergy-break-from-church-of-rome-with-global-declaration-as-

new-exposures-of-ninth-circle-cult-emerge/  

 

 

 

More info about the QFS and how it works.  I was more convinced after a previous Fireswan post than I am from this one.  

She mentions Hashgraphs as a part of it, but she doesn’t seem to know what they are.  As far as I know, Hashgraphs are 

a graphical presentation of the hash functions of conversations between different computers, as invented by Dr. Leemon 

Baird.  That is not what it looks like here.  And there is no way I know of to “hash a signature” or “hash a gold certificate”.  

It could be because of my ignorance, but this is beginning to sound like gobbledygook to me. 

"Re: Thinking Cap, Billy Jean, and Others" by Fireswan - 9.23.18 
Entry Submitted by Fireswan at 2:27 PM EDT on September 23, 2018 

 

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/09/re-thinking-cap-billy-jean-and-others.html?m=1  

 

 

 

Well, I have heard that there was a war in space and that is why the solar observatories were shut down.  Here is another 

report.  No source for the information given. 

THIS IS INTERESTING RE THE FLEETS BEING REPORTED AROUND THE SUN 
 

Earth Intelligence Report - September 22nd (Intervention Fleets) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xk2vAgRRHvY  

 

 

 

HERE IS A WELL REASONED POINT OF VIEW OF TITLED SUBJECT 

 

Why We Shouldn’t Expect Christine Ford to Show up at Any Hearing 
https://dbdailyupdate.com/index.php/2018/09/23/why-we-shouldnt-expect-christine-ford-to-show-up-at-any-hearing/  

 

 

 

Wifi Is More Important Than Sex 
In what could be the portents of a zombie apocalypse, iPass, a leading provider of mobile connectivity, surveyed of more 

than 1,700 people in the US and Europe found that 58% said Wi-Fi was more more important to them than than sex – 

with 7% actually feeling the need to check their cell phones during sex – while 72% had checked their phones while on 

the toilet!  

 

https://galacticconnection.com/itccs-dissident-catholic-clergy-break-from-church-of-rome-with-global-declaration-as-new-exposures-of-ninth-circle-cult-emerge/
https://galacticconnection.com/itccs-dissident-catholic-clergy-break-from-church-of-rome-with-global-declaration-as-new-exposures-of-ninth-circle-cult-emerge/
https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/09/re-thinking-cap-billy-jean-and-others.html?m=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xk2vAgRRHvY
https://dbdailyupdate.com/index.php/2018/09/23/why-we-shouldnt-expect-christine-ford-to-show-up-at-any-hearing/


25% of respondents said they'd choose Wi-Fi over a bath or shower and 19% said they'd choose Wi-Fi over human 

contact. 

 

Common Sense Media just released a follow-up of their 2012 study of more than 1,000 kids aged 13 to 17 and found 

that in 2018, 32% prefer face-to-face communications with their friends, down from 49% in 2012. These numbers may 

scale with teen ownership of mobile phones, up from 41% in 2012 to 89% today. In 2012, 34% of teens said they used 

social media multiple times per day and now 70% do.  

 

Common Sense Media is actually a pro-technology, independent nonprofit organization dedicated to helping parents 

and children "harness the power of media and technology as a positive force in all kids' lives." 

 

The findings indicate just how fast things are changing. As Vicky Rideout, an author of Common Sense study said, 'In 

another six years from now, these statistics may seem quaint.'  

 

One wonders what the results of such studies would reveal if the groups conducting them were anti-technology? 

 

Running Time: 8 min 

 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/teens-would-rather-tex 

 

 

 

FULL FULFORD AUDIO 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RieBxTRj0a4 

 

 Khazarian mafia seeks Chinese protection as military tribunals loom 
 

by Benjamin Fulford 

 

The satan-worshipping Khazarian mafia is in a frenzy of fear as military tribunals loom. As a result, they are offering 

the world (as if it were theirs to give) to China in exchange for protection, according to Gnostic Illuminati and Asian 

secret society sources. In addition to this, they are threatening to unleash pandemics, blow up the Yellowstone 

Caldera, set off a massive EMP attack, and cause other mayhem in a futile effort (as these attempts will be 

neutralized) to blackmail themselves out of the reach of long-delayed justice. Also, they are carrying out a foolish 

and widely derided smear campaign to derail the appointment of Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court. 

Pentagon sources say they used “the threat of 9/11 declassification, which may soon happen, to force George Bush 

Jr. to publicly back Kavanaugh, whose confirmation would unleash military tribunals.” Remember, Kavanaugh said 

during his confirmation hearings that the U.S. has been under martial law since shortly after 9/11 and as a result, 

military tribunals could try, and even sentence to death, civilians guilty of treason. 

In addition to this, the sources say that “because of the interference in the 2016 U.S. election by the Jewish mafia, 

which supported Hillary Clinton, Trump may use FISA declassification leverage to force the UK and Australia to 

purge Zionists and Israeli dual-citizens from positions of influence.” 

The rogue state of Israel, for its part, has been trying to seek Russian and Chinese protection as it loses control of 

the United States. However, this is backfiring, big time. Here is the U.S. military’s analysis of where these efforts 

are leading. 

First, in reaction to the recent Israeli stunt to fool Syria into shooting down a Russian plane in yet another desperate 

attempt to start World War 3, “An angry [Russian President Vladimir] Putin and the Russian Orthodox Church may 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/teens-would-rather-tex
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RieBxTRj0a4


have declared holy war on the anti-goy Jewish faction, and may impose a no-fly zone on Israel until it returns the 

Golan to Syria, lifts the siege of Gaza, denuclearizes, and returns the West Bank, East Jerusalem, and all stolen lands 

to Palestine and Lebanon.” 

Second, “With China in control of the Haifa Port and infrastructure projects in Israel, the BRICS nations may ban 

this rogue state from the quantum financial system, and [U.S. President Donald] Trump may just agree to a UN arms 

embargo and air-sea blockade.” 

With all this and more going on, it is no surprise that the Swiss branch of the Rothschild family, the BIS, and the 

Elders of Zion sent a representative last week to Japan to negotiate surrender with the White Dragon Society (WDS). 

The negotiator (whom we will call the BIS man) said the banking families were worried about a chaotic situation, 

mass executions, civil war, and other unrest such as was seen during the French and Russian Revolutions. In other 

words, the BIS man said the banking families are willing to surrender as long as plans for a smooth transition 

to a better system for the planet are put into place and guillotines are not on the menu. 

It is also possible to confirm from recent public statements by the BIS that they acknowledge their current system of 

printing money out of nothing and distributing it via connected insiders is becoming dysfunctional and headed for a 

catastrophic collapse. To put it in the BIS’s own words, “their head is on fire and their feet freezing.” This can be 

translated to mean that the super-rich are getting too super rich, while the rest of the world’s population is suffering.  
https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1809_ontherecord.htm  

The WDS reiterated its position that a jubilee is the only answer. In particular, a global financial reset would need to 

include a one-time write-off of all debt, public and private, and a redistribution of assets illegally obtained through fiat 

finance. The end result would be to ensure that everyone on earth owned their own home and had no debt. This 

would be a one-off event so that after the jubilee, if somebody were to sell their home to buy drugs and then end up 

homeless, they would not be bailed out.  

The WDS also proposed setting up a future planning agency to help coordinate a multi-trillion-dollar campaign to 

end poverty, stop environmental destruction, and responsibly release suppressed technology—in particular, 

technology that would make immortality possible for those who wish it.  

The WDS further said it supports keeping existing royal families in place as symbols of continuity, while day-to-day 

management would be left to meritocracies such as the Pentagon, the Vatican, the Chinese Communist Party, the 

newly created future planning agency, etc. In other words, all the functional bits of the old system would be left 

intact and reformed in the name of continuity and a smooth transition. Live, real-time, Internet-based democracy 

would also be supported, the WDS proposed.  

The whole process could be started with public disclosure of the real history of the planet to prepare the public for 

the transition, the WDS said.  

The BIS representative was supportive of these proposals and promised to take them to “the people in Zug, 

Switzerland.”  

He also provided some insight into the minds of the “gnomes of Zurich,” noting they communicated using 

“mathematical symbols.” If that is the case, then they should consider the following equation that will come true. If 

they do not agree to a transition, then: Zug+BIS+Zionism=0.  

The NSA now believes Evelyn de Rothschild is the head of the Rothschild clan and not Nathaniel, as was previously 

told to us by the CIA. They also say their latest intelligence indicates the Rothschilds are planning to offer control of 

Japan to the Chinese in exchange for protection. This process would begin with the enthronement in April of Crown 

Prince Naruhito as Emperor of Japan, since it would put the throne into the hands of a Rothschild puppet with no 

imperial blood, the NSA source says.  

https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1809_ontherecord.htm


The WDS and representatives of an Asian secret society discussed this issue recently and agreed that the Japanese 

people need to be told the truth about their imperial family, and that a committee of experts should decide in concert 

with the Japanese public what to do about the Chrysanthemum Throne.  

The Vatican P2 lodge has also made a public appeasement of China. This came in the form of the Vatican agreeing 

to give the Chinese government a say over the selection of Catholic bishops in China. It also came in the form of 

Italy’s government being the first in the G7 to announce that they would participate in the China-led One Belt One 

Road development project.  

It is also worth remembering at this point, about a couple of tweets put out in 2016 by a “Baroness de Rothschild.”  

Bss De Rothschild @BssDeRothschild: “Unfortunately for deplorables in 2017, IMPEACHMENT will rob you 

of your little Russian-hacked election ‘victory.’”  

Bss De Rothschild @BssDeRothschild: “After a Trump/Putin/Iran/China/NK Nuclear war, the world will revert 

back to the Globalist ideal offering security via Europe.”  
http://www.battleforworld.com/2018/05/08/baroness-de-rothschild-twitter-postings-trump/#TrumpChina  

Clearly, the Rothschilds and other P2 types are running to China for protection now that their World War 3 and 

“Russiagate” scams are failing. However, the Chinese are fully aware the Khazarians will tell them whatever they want to 

hear, only to stab them in the back the first chance they get. They also know the same people who are sucking up to 

them now are the ones who humiliated them during the Opium Wars. As we saw above, the Chinese have quietly 

seized Israel’s infrastructure and are cooperating with the Russians and the U.S. military to force the Zionists to end all 

their troublemaking.  

The Khazarians are also losing one of their last bastions of power—control over the major Internet 

companies. As the Pentagon put it, “It’s hammer time, as Big Tech may be subject to DOJ antitrust actions and 

broken up in concert with heavy fines from the EU.”  

We would like to conclude this week’s report by forwarding to you an e-mail from a veteran criminal investigator 

who is a friend of former CIA operative Robert David Steele. Among other things, this investigator makes it clear 

why the Khazarian mob is delaying Kavanaugh’s appointment:  

“The reason the left (the cabal) is trying to delay the examination of Kavanaugh’s accuser [Christine Ford] is to give 

them time to cause a massive blackout out East using the smart grid and their Stuxnet-derived software provided by 

Israel and now in all power company computers. Or until they can provoke a major war in Syria and Iran, and 

perhaps even a nuclear exchange with the Russian Federation.  

“I may be wrong on all this, but the mainstream media editors will quickly switch sides and go with who they think 

is the new winner, since their prior masters have been adequately disempowered. They have no loyalty to anyone, 

but are ass-kissers to big money and big power.  

“By the way, I know quite a bit of the hidden secret history of the Minnesota Wetterling murder and Johnny Gosch 

kidnapping. It is all related to the CIA, FBI, international pedo-satanic network, Bronfmans, GHWB, White House 

page boys, Barney Frank, Craig Spence, etc. It is a story of FBI involvement, victim family involvement, and 

complete cover-up. It has ties to Omaha, Franklin Credit, crooked FBI, CIA Finders, Jordan, Minnesota’s pedo 

problem, and Minnesota Attorney General Skip Humphrey (Senator Hubert Humphrey’s crooked son). We 

interviewed a key witness together in this years ago.” 

 

 

 

UK Begged Trump Not To Declassify Russia Docs; 
Cited "Grave Concerns" Over Steele Involvement 
 

The British government "expressed grave concerns" to the US government over the declassification and release of 

material related to the Trump-Russia investigation, according to the New York Times. President Trump ordered a wide 

http://www.battleforworld.com/2018/05/08/baroness-de-rothschild-twitter-postings-trump/#TrumpChina
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/21/us/politics/trump-classification-russian-documents.html


swath of materials "immediately" declassified "without redaction" on Monday, only to change his mind later in the week 

by allowing the DOJ Inspector General to review the materials first.  

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-09-23/uk-begged-trump-not-declassify-russia-docs-cited-grave-concerns-over-

steele  

 

 

 

 

Rod Rosenstein Resigns Under Fire 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgxqSOVjC5Y  4 min 

 

 

 

 

Qanon September 23 - The Sky is Falling  
 

 
prayingmedic  

Published on Sep 23, 2018 

As the deep state panic continues, Qanon says we should prepare for hysterical headlines.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mA0qZ1tzfko  22 min 

 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-09-21/trump-inspector-general-review-documents-declassification-expedited-basis
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-09-23/uk-begged-trump-not-declassify-russia-docs-cited-grave-concerns-over-steele
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-09-23/uk-begged-trump-not-declassify-russia-docs-cited-grave-concerns-over-steele
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgxqSOVjC5Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mA0qZ1tzfko
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